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The Real Joan of Arc
Historian Larissa taylor searches for the teenage saint and finds a headstrong and fearless warrior
Gerry Boyle ’78 STORY

ROBERT P. HERNANDEZ photo

In fact, she argues, there was a political strategy pushing Joan’s
The movies usually portray Joan of Arc as a sort of winsome and
emergence as a leader of the French forces. “And I don’t think it takes
willing martyr, a pious peasant girl directed by God to saddle up and go
away from Joan,” Taylor said, “because I think she proved to be much
off to fight for France. Joan divinely inspired the troops, perhaps bringing
out their paternal instincts, and, in one of those stories where there’s no more than they ever could have intended.”
Joan would go on to lead the French to victory in a series of battles,
surprise ending, passively accepted her inevitable death.
fearlessly carrying her distinctive gold banner. She rallied the troops
But that’s not the Joan of Arc that historian Larissa Taylor revives in
her new book, The Virgin Warrior: The Life and Death of Joan of Arc. Taylor’s when they faltered and, wounded by an arrow, hauled herself back onto
her horse (no small feat with 50 pounds of armor) and resumed the
Joan may have been divinely inspired (historian Taylor declines to weigh
fight. Taylor, examining the historical record, noted a
in on that), but she also was politically savvy beyond
three-month gap that preceded the military campaign.
her years and station, a fearless warrior (at a time when
She argues that Joan, who as a peasant would never
battle wasn’t for the faint of heart or stomach), as intelhave ridden a horse before, was secretly trained in the
lectually adroit as a Supreme Court justice, and so danarts of warfare.
gerously charismatic that her English foes decided they’d
But if Joan was shaped by Charles’s supporters, she
be better off with her not just dead but incinerated.
wasn’t controlled. “Her motto was ‘Go boldly,’” Taylor
And all of this before she was 18. “She believed she
said. “She would push when they didn’t necessarily
could do anything,” Taylor said. “She believed, as time went
want to.” Joan said God had told her to push the English
on, more and more that she had the right answers, not the
out of France, and when Charles opted for negotiaothers. She had faced up to other people and won.”
tion, his charismatic girl warrior went rogue. Deprived
It’s an extraordinary story by any account, made more
of adequate men and arms, Joan was captured by the
riveting by Taylor’s meticulous and voluminous research,
English and subjected to a year-long imprisonment and
which traces Joan’s unprecedented climb to celebrity and
show trial.
sainthood at a time when most peasant girls never left their
Charles, perhaps wanting his subjects to forget he’d
home village. Yet young Joan, with her scandalous boy’s
been restored to the throne by a peasant girl, never
haircut, her at-first preposterous prophecies, her audacious
lifted a hand to save her.
defiance of King Charles VII, and her remarkable command
The Virgin Warrior: The Life
Joan’s grisly execution (she was burned alive before a
of language (despite the fact that she was illiterate), shaped
and Death of Joan of Arc
crowd of 800) was widely reported at the time, as were the
the course of European history singlehandedly.
Larissa Juliet Taylor
proceedings at her trial. Taylor, with the help of researcher
Or did she?
Yale University Press (2009)
Sam Boss ’08 (the “right-hand man” she credits with
Taylor argues that Joan was headstrong at a time
when girls were supposed to be subservient and, while
devout, was willing to lie to escape from her oppressive household and
a looming arranged marriage. Saying she heard voices directing her, she
made her way to a local nobleman who was intrigued enough to show
her around.
Over a period of months, Joan was quizzed on theology, underwent
gynecological exams (she had to be pure of body), and was closely
observed as she hobnobbed with the court. “I think this was a series of
tests to see if she could actually be frightening to the English and inspire
the French, and I think she passed with flying colors,” Taylor said.

helping make the book happen), pored over primary documents. Taylor also traveled the route of Joan’s life, from Domremy, the small
village where she was raised, to Rouen, where she died. “You get a feel for
things by doing it that way,” she said. “You can’t just sit in an archive or a
library.”
The book already has been widely praised, but Taylor, who is a Catholic, said she expects some hate mail. “People don’t like you messing
with their [image of] Joan,” she said. “But the picture of her as a warrior,
a soldier, a leader—that’s the picture that’s foremost in my mind. Wanting to fight until the end.”

Professor of History Larissa Taylor peruses a Latin transcript of the 1885 beatification proceedings for Joan of Arc. Taylor’s research included study of
records from Joan of Arc’s life, including reports of her victories in battle and transcripts of the trial that led to her execution in 1431.
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Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga ’13, Vichetrath Meas ’13, and Mugyenzi Innocent ’13 are Colby’s first students from Rwanda and Cambodia.

A New Challenge
First Colby students from Rwanda and Cambodia share common pasts and hopes
Stephen Collins ’74 STORY

Brian DiMento ’10 photo

Born when his mother was traveling, he was
named “Mugyenzi,” or traveler. So far Mugyenzi
Innocent ’13 is fulfilling the promise of his moniker beyond anyone’s expectations.
As a boy he fled Rwanda in 1994, and his
family lived in refugee settlements in Uganda.
Selected to attend United World College from
among some 10,000 eligible peers in the Uganda settlements, he went to Wales for two years
at United World College of the Atlantic. This fall
he arrived at Colby.
Innocent and Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga ’13,
from Kigali, are Colby’s first Rwandan students.
Their classmate Vichetrath Meas ’13 (who goes
by Rath) is Colby’s first student from Cambodia.
All three are Davis United World College schol-
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ars, and all were highlighted as the first representatives of their countries this fall.
All three students talked about the challenges
and excitement of adjusting to America, Maine,
and Colby, and about events that define perspectives of their home countries—genocide.
Innocent said his family fled from the city to
a small village in April 1994. When the violence
spread to the countryside and it was clear his
father, a Tutsi, was in peril, they left the country.
Innocent would be separated from his father for
two years.
Last summer he returned to Kigali for the
first time on a service trip he designed, and he
took 16 UWC classmates with him to volunteer
at an orphanage. While impressed and even op-

timistic for Rwanda given the changes he witnessed there, he was very concerned about the
orphans. “They are, basically, I would say, hopeless,” he said. It took time living with them to
gain their trust, but the children slowly began to
engage with the UWC students.
Innocent said he told them, “I was worse
off than they are. I had lived in a refugee settlement all my life. I had no rights. I had no national identity.”
“They couldn’t believe me at the beginning,” he
said. But they saw what he had achieved, going to
school in Wales and soon to college in the United
States, and they began to open up. “It was very
exciting.”
Meas grew up in a small town far from the

Diverse Perspectives Equal Value Added
While groundbreaking international students Mugyenzi Innocent ’13,
Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga ’13, and Vichetrath Meas ’13 are excited about
the opportunity to study at Colby, they should know that students from the
United States value their presence here as well.
“I think [international diversity] is a huge difference in terms of life on
campus,” said Sarah Bruce ’10, an Admissions Committee member who
transferred to Colby. Recalling her experience applying to colleges, she said,
“When you’re looking at a handful of small, New England, liberal arts schools,
you have to pick something that differentiates them, because otherwise they
all mush together in your brain, which is exactly what happened. I actually do
remember that one of the things that Colby was strong in was international
recruiting and the high percentage of international students here.” Between
that and its study-abroad record, “Colby stood out as ... especially strong
internationally. That’s something that was very important to me.”
Bruce said she has found lots of opportunities for diverse groups of students to mix on Mayflower Hill. “That’s one of the things I love about Colby.
... You actually have to try to segregate yourself.”

In classrooms, too, the variety of views is welcome. “On tons of levels,” said Dana Professor of Music Steven Saunders, “these students will
come at the material from a different perspective.” He is interested to
learn how music and its functions are tied together in other cultures and
how some cultures have no tradition of written music. “You get a student
from Rwanda in a music class and he’s going to hear different things. ...
He’ll be able to contribute different things.”
Assistant Professor of Education Karen Kusiak ’75 said she appreciates
perspectives that enrich discussions, but teaching international students
also informs her lesson plans. When teaching issues like social class in
the United States or the roles of local, state, and federal government in
public education, Kusiak considers beforehand what students may have
for prior knowledge. “I might not take time to explain what I think is apparent to domestic students if the international students weren’t present,”
she said. But she’s surprised how students of all backgrounds benefit.
Said Kusiak, “I think international students in my classes have made
me a better teacher.” —Stephen Collins ’74

Vichetrath Meas’s mother lost several immediate family members in
the [Cambodian] genocide, which is still a huge cloud over the national
consciousness. “What can I do to help out with this problem in my country?”
is one of Meas’s guiding questions, he said.
capital of Cambodia and says his parents were
very supportive when he applied to the UWC
and subsequently spent two years studying
in Norway.
Of his father Meas said, “He’s really a role
model for me. He sacrificed everything for his
family.” That began with responsibility for siblings at age 17, when they all became orphaned.
A conscientious objector during the conflict in
Cambodia, Meas’s father was forced to work
without food but was able to keep his family
alive because of his agricultural skills. Meas’s
mother lost several immediate family members
in the genocide, which is still a huge cloud over

the national consciousness. “What can I do to
help out with this problem in my country?” is
one of Meas’s guiding questions, he said. Doing research into Cambodian history at the UWC
was part of the answer, he said. “Many Cambodians don’t bother to find out.”
Ndayisenga said he was taught the value of
education by his father, who passed away 10
years ago. He credited his older brother, Cyriaque, who quit the university in order to put
Jean-Jacques and his siblings through secondary
school. Cyriaque Ndayisenga has since returned
to complete his own degree. Now Jean-Jacques
Ndayisenga is expected to contribute to help his

family as well. “It’s a lot,” he said, layering obligations to family on top of the academic demands
of life at Colby.
The three new students from the tropics spent
first semester adjusting to a new country, campus, and climate. Having grown up virtually on the
equator, Innocent viewed the looming winter with
trepidation. In mid-October (temperatures were
beginning to flirt with freezing) he sucked in his
breath and told of the challenge of getting from
his job in the Physical Plant Department to his
dorm on the other end of campus.
When his shift ended one brisk autumn day,
he stepped outside the office—and immediately went back in. Asked if everything was okay,
he said “Yes,” then summoned his courage and
began jogging across campus to minimize time
in the (relative) cold. On the library steps he
met his advisor, Associate Dean of Students
Susan McDougal, who tried to engage him in
conversation. “But I just kept going,” Innocent
recalled. He trotted by and said to McDougal, “I
will call you.”
And so he did, as soon as he was safely indoors at Foss.
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Q&A

Harriett Matthews, sculptor and Professor of Art,
on artistic vision, the role her work plays in her
teaching, and the ALLURE of Greek summers
Brian Speer interview/photos

Harriett Matthews came to Colby in 1966 to teach sculpture and has
since overseen the growth of the College’s program. She spoke with Colby
about her development as an artist and about the most important thing a
student can bring to the studio.
How did you become involved with art?
I always liked art, even when I was in high school, but I’m not very facile. When I first
started out I went to a junior college. I eventually took art as a major, but I was equally
interested in horses. And at that point there was a bit of a pull between, okay, is it
going to be art or is it going to be horses? And I was fortunate at the junior college:
I was slowly becoming more interested in sculpture than painting and, when it came
time to graduate, [a professor] recommended that I go to the University of Georgia.
And so that’s where it really began.
A lot of your work has references to historical forms. How did that
come about?
Well that was very slow in coming. One of the influences ... was an art historian that
I studied with at the University of Georgia, Ljubica Popovich. I had never been to
Europe—I did not want to go to Europe until I felt that my direction was not so fragile.
She really opened the door with the art history that I took from her. Eventually, when I
felt strong enough in my vision to go to Europe, she was right there. I traveled through
Yugoslavia with her several times. I took a course in classical Greek art history with
her, and the whole Greek exposure has become a foundation to my work.
How long did it take for you to become comfortable with your vision?
(Laughs) I think I’m still getting comfortable with it. I feel very strongly that it’s
important—and I try to push this with the students—to keep stretching out, and that
may mean going beyond what you’re comfortable with. I’m not sure that I’m ever really
satisfied. Because of that the work does keep changing, but there’s this undercurrent
that is a direct influence of architecture and archeology.
How does your artistic vision marry with art history today compared to
when you first started?
It’s become personal. It’s based on my personal experiences, my personal way of interpreting architecture, my experiences in searching particular sites that I think would
interest me. Now that I’m spending more time in Greece ... I decided to go back and
try something that I had done back in the early Seventies—working in jeweler’s wax.
This has opened up a whole new door for me. [In Greece] someone told me about a
church that had trees growing out of it. Not only did I get excited, but I’m on my fourth
piece working off that idea. So that comes back to, okay, architecture, nature. I never
would have dreamed that that would have evolved.

See a multimedia presentation where Matthews talks about her
work as an artist. Visit www.colby.edu/mag, keyword: Matthews
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Above, Professor of Art Harriett Matthews in her home studio. Left, from top, Matthews in her studio working on a new steel sculpture based on the
theme of a Greek church. Second and third photos show bronze casts rendering the same theme. Bottom, Matthews with students in a drawing class.

What is the process for creating the wax sculptures?
First I do drawings and I get the drawing fairly clear. Then I work it up using jeweler’s
wax—it’s thin sheets and I’m using what look like dental tools to work the wax. ... [A
jeweler in Greece] then does the casting—which is quite involved—I bring them back
to my studio in Maine and I finish them. I clean them up, I sandblast them, I put
everything together, braze it, and then I put the chemicals on to color it. Mount it to a
wood base and that’s it.
When did you first start traveling to Greece in the summers?
Continually? 1987. My very first sabbatical, which was in the Seventies, I made a trip
that wasn’t just Greece, but I designed a trip that brought all my art historical interests together. I started in Italy ... made a circle, going up the coast of Turkey, through
a little bit of Yugoslavia, and then northern Greece. I did what I consider a Byzantine
and Greek circle.
What does going to Greece give you that you don’t get in Maine?
Everything. It has a landscape and subject matter that has become important to me.
... There’s a kind of mystery there because it’s not my culture. That becomes a source
in a way. I thrive more on mystery than I do on understanding.
Speaking of mystery, talk a little about the creative process and how
you teach that.
That’s a mystery. There’s a lot of things that have to be established with the students
before we really get into the creative process in terms of searching for their own
language. You cannot teach the creative process until the students have a technical

understanding of the materials. I teach from the sort of classical approach to the
object, and I put a tremendous stress on the technical end of how to deal with the
materials in relation to particular objects.
What’s the most challenging part of working with students?
That’s hard to pinpoint, because this is a liberal arts school, which means the
students are not as committed to the studio process, because it’s part of a broad
curriculum. ... There is often a period where the student just kind of wanders around
trying to figure out ‘oh, this is what studio means.’
Has it become easier to spot students who have a natural inclination
toward artistic expression?
No, because I don’t look for it. What’s more important is a student’s commitment. Because I didn’t have a gift. I wasn’t facile. But I was obsessed with wanting to make art.
That’s what I’m looking for. If I have a student who is putting in more time than required,
who’s really, really pushing him- or herself, but who’s struggling, that’s fine. That’s what I
would look for. I look for the commitment, not what some people call talent.
How does your work as an artist affect your teaching and vice versa?
Each informs the other. I couldn’t teach without doing my work. This is one thing I have
always stressed with my students. And the few students that I’ve had that have gone on
and gotten graduate degrees have expressed their appreciation of that—that I am always
working. I try to make it clear that I don’t ask any more of them than I ask of myself.
Each student has his or her own perspective. Does that keep you...?
Flexible. And agile.
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Breathless twists
and turns of a Southern
girl, woman, mother
MATT O’DONNELL REVIEW

Live from the Homesick Jamboree
Adrian Blevins (English and creative writing)
Wesleyan University Press (2009)
With this follow-up to her award-winning debut collection, The Brass Girl Brouhaha,
Assistant Professor of English and Creative Writing Adrian Blevins has established herself as an expert at her craft. An honest, fearless poet, her breathless narrations transfer their need to be told to the audience’s need to hear them.
The poems in Live from the Homesick Jamboree narrate the life of a Southern girl
through childhood and adolescence and into adulthood and motherhood. Forthrightly
and without sentimentality, the speaker of these poems confronts the frequently painful events of that journey as they intertwine with the raucous joy of life. Blevins is a
storyteller who has honed a fine skill with music and diction. “…we lock our mouths /
to mourn our losses from the insides of our jackets and black wool caps / with just our
eyes in our faces and the lungs in our chests / in the flabbergasted shut of sucking and
sucking and sucking it in” (from “First Winter in Maine”). She is not a soft and cuddly
poet—she tells it frankly and often with a sharp tongue. The reader’s reward is a sharpness of experience, a role as confidant to Blevins’s speaker. “From the beginning it was
our innocence, it was our impertinence, it was a bent outhouse / in the dead dead
double-dead clot of twisted winter” (from “Why the Marriage Failed”).
Grounded in place, the poems in this book are not ethereal constructions that exist
only in poem land. When her words and her poems mean more than one thing it suggests the poet’s wisdom that life should not, cannot, be taken at face value, and her
belief that a well-shaped poem must sound that alarm.
A masterful use of sentence structure shapes Blevins’s linguistic acrobatics. Long
sentences drive many of these poems, twisting and turning and building and building
upon themselves until the final period—which is more yield sign than stop, as momentum carries the poem out again over the white space to linger there. Her colloquial ease
with the sentence is in part what connects us so strongly to these poems—why we get
them, how they so naturally belong to us, too.

Hear Adrian Blevins
read from “Life from the
Homesick Jamboree,”
audio courtesy of
From the Fishouse.
www.colby.edu/mag,
keyword: Blevins
Matt O’Donnell is
editor of From the
Fishouse, an online
audio archive of
emerging poets,
www.fishousepoems.org.
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recent releases
Elective Affinities: Testing Word and Image
Relationships. Word & Image Interactions 6
Catriona MacLeod, Véronique Plesch (art), and
Charlotte Schoell-Glass, editors
Rodopi (2009)
“Elective affinities”—a notion originally borrowed by Goethe
from 18th-century chemistry for his 1809 novel of the same
title—here refers to the active role of the two partners in the
relationship of the pictorial and the verbal. The book is divided
into three sections, which explore how words and images can
merge in harmony, engage in conflicts, and interact in a way that
tests the boundaries and relations among verbal and visual arts.
New perspectives on word and image relationships emerge in
periods, national traditions, works, and materials as different as
(among many others) an installation by Marcel Duchamp and
the manual accompanying it; the impact of artificial light sources
on literature and art; 19th-century British illustrations of Native
Americans; the contemporary comic book; and a 17th-century
Italian devotional manuscript uniting text, image, and music.
(Elective Affinities’ cover was designed by Rachel Tobie ’04).
Uncovering Promising Practices in School/University
Partnerships: A Look at High-performing Charter Schools
John Purcell ’92
VDM Verlag (2009)
A teacher at the University of California Magnet School with
a Ph.D. in educational leadership from the university, Purcell has
seen firsthand that a partnership with a college or university can
deliver great results for a K-12 grade school. His book, which
focuses on charter schools, shows that these relationships can
enrich curriculum, broaden teaching expertise, and help keep atrisk students in the classroom. At a time when improved public
primary education is a priority, Purcell shows the potential benefits from this overlooked resource. He also points to potential
pitfalls that can keep such a partnership from working.
Terasaki Hidenari, Pearl Harbor, and
Occupied Japan: A Bridge to Reality
Roger B. Jeans ’63
Lexington Books (2009)
Jeans, a historian and professor emeritus at Washington
and Lee University, offers this biography of Terasaki, a key
player in United States-Japan relations in the World War II era
who has been largely forgotten. Educated in the United States
and married to an American, Terasaki was publicly committed
to peace between the two countries, but both sides suspected
him of spying. Jeans’s research shows that Terasaki was neither
saint nor villain, opposing the war and working to protect
Emperor Hirohito after Japan’s surrender and pursuing transnationalism at a most challenging time.

The Insecure American: How We Got Here and What We
Should Do About It
Hugh Gusterson and Catherine Besteman
(anthropology), editors
University of California Press (2010)
“Americans sense that something is terribly amiss,” write
anthropologists Gusterson and Besteman in their introduction
to this perceptive and often disturbing collection, “even if the
full picture is not entirely clear.”
Job security has become a thing of the past, as industries
vanish and others turn to low-cost workers. Wage cuts have
been followed by the crash of real estate and stock markets.
Health insurance, once taken for granted by employers and
workers, is increasingly a hot commodity. And, with earning
power down, young people and their parents shoulder more
debt for education and housing. “If the middle class is increasingly pinched, things are even worse in the financial underworld
of the poor,” the authors write.
From that launching point, the book travels far and wide as
its writers examine the lives and times of what would seem at
first glance disparate subjects: gated communities, the war industry, Wal-Mart, homeless drug addicts, the commercialization
of childhood. But these subjects are connected by a tightrope
upon which Americans are walking. And the book is a fascinating analysis of the effects of our increasing anxiety. Author and
essayist Barbara Ehrenreich writes in the foreword that this
collection helps us to understand “the forces that have robbed
us of security and—through understanding, combined with a
renewed commitment to collective action—overcome them.”
Legacy of a False Promise: A Daughter’s Reckoning
Margaret Fuchs Singer ’63
University of Alabama Press (2009)
The inquiries conducted by the McCarthy-era House UnAmerican Activities Committee have been mostly repudiated
in post-Cold War hindsight. The blackballing of everyone from
academics to actors was later widely seen as a regrettable
consequence of the so-called Red Scare.
It wasn’t that simple for Margaret Fuchs Singer ’63. Her
father, Herbert Fuchs, was publicly exposed as a communist,
but he also turned in those who had served with him in secret
communist cells. Fuchs named names.
Singer was 13 when her father was exposed in 1955. The
page-one headlines, her father’s firing from his college faculty
position, his outing of his former comrades—it all was filed
away under what Herbert Fuchs referred to as “the troubles.”
But Singer unpacks that box in this book, which is fascinating on two levels. It offers an inside look at a remarkable
period in U.S. history (lawyer Fuchs went on to become a
staffer for the House Judiciary Committee in the 1960s), and it
also explores a daughter’s complex relationship with her father.
Singer delves into her father’s FBI file, but she also examines
his life and her own in telling and perceptive detail. “I believe
this experience broke his spirit and changed his life—and
mine,” she writes. In coming to terms with her father’s legacy
and their relationship, she has written a compelling memoir
that is both politically and personally revealing.

Popular History and the Literary Marketplace, 1840-1920
Gregory M. Pfitzer ’79
University of Massachusetts Press (2009)
In 18th-century America, books were the property and
province of gentry and intellectuals, something to be cached in
a home or university library and perused at one’s leisure. But by
the mid-19th century, leisure time had spread to the masses and
books soon followed. A new genre of popular history and fiction
exploded onto the literary scene and was snapped up by what
was a new driving force in the publishing marketplace: the public.
Pfitzer, professor of American studies at Skidmore College,
explores how the emergence of this new market affected the
study of history at the time, increasing knowledge of history
but discouraging what was seen as serious historical research.
As popular poets and novelists were recruited to produce
the profitable but casual historical tomes, serious historians
lamented that history would only survive as “an instrument of
entertainment.” That pessimism was unfounded, Pfitzer writes,
as fiction pushed history aside, but the appeal of the narratives
of an earlier era would live on.
Alcatraz: The Gangster Years
David Ward ’55 with Gene Kassebaum
University of California Press (2009)
It was a time when criminals were household names in
America—Al Capone, Machine Gun Kelly, Bonnie and Clyde.
Prisons were, too. There were Sing Sing, Leavenworth, and, the
island prison perhaps most infamous—Alcatraz, AKA The Rock.
Perched on a windswept island in the middle of San
Francisco Bay, Alcatraz (Spanish for pelican) was known as
the toughest of the federal prisons, “America’s Devil’s Island.”
Ward, a sociologist who has spent much of his career studying
issues related to corrections, focuses his prodigious research
abilities on Alcatraz, specifically the period from 1934 to 1948
(a second book will explore the prison’s more recent history).
From a chance conversation at another federal penitentiary
with a former Alcatraz inmate, Ward went on to spend four
years researching and writing a book that explores life within
the prison walls and in the process sheds new light on a fascinating period in American history.
Depression-era America elevated both the outlaw and the
gangster. Many of those well-known criminals ended up in Alcatraz, seen as the worst that the federal law enforcement officials could throw at its enemy. Escapees, alleged incorrigibles,
and the most notorious were sent to the island prison, and the
author profiles many, detailing their lives before and sometimes after incarceration. The lessons gleaned from hundreds
of interviews and documents (e.g. that inmates sometimes act
out to preserve their dignity), Ward and Kassebaum conclude,
can and should be applied to our consideration of the effects
of confinement in today’s “supermax” facilities.
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All in the Family
Smith siblings, Number-One women’s and men’s squash players, lead by example
Alexandra Desaulniers ’11 STORY

JEFF EARICKSON PHOTOS

Around the Colby squash courts, it’s known as “the Smith factor.”
Samantha Smith ’10 and Harry Smith ’12, siblings from Locust Valley,
N.Y., are each number one on their respective teams—“the first time in
Colby squash history,” said Coach Sahki Khan of the sister-brother top billing. “It’s exciting.”
And the family factor is just the beginning.
The Smiths are not only co-number ones, they’re also team leaders who
set the standard for both play and preparation. In other words, there’s no
room for complacency in the Smith court. “Both of them have brought up
the standard in overall team dedication,” Khan said. “They are players who
like to see people push themselves.”
Said Harry Smith, “I love the competition and working to improve.”
So far, so good for the top players and their teams. As this story was
going to press, the women’s team was 4-0 and ranked 21st nationally after

28
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wins against William Smith (6-3) and Connecticut College (7-2), with Samantha Smith 3-1, including a wild 3-2 loss against the top Northeastern
player. Harry Smith won his opening two matches at the number-one spot
as the men’s team cruised to a 7-2 win over MIT and a 6-3 victory against
Northeastern in November.
Last year both Smiths competed in the national individual championships and earned NESCAC honors for their outstanding seasons. “Both
of them are grinders,” Khan said. “They dig down deep and they stay in
matches as long as they can. [Samantha] never gives up. You can’t count
her out.”
The Smiths grew up around squash courts, Harry picking up a racquet
when he was 6, and Samantha, after watching her little brother play for a
number of years, taking up squash in eighth grade.
Despite the years of practice, the Smiths agree there is always room for

Harry Smith ’12 and his sister Samantha Smith
’10 are number-one players for the men’s and
women’s squash teams. The siblings have
helped push their teams to new levels, says
head coach Sakhi Khan.
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improvement, mentally and physically. “It is just
as much about playing against your opponent
mentally as it is about your physical endurance
or strength,” Samantha said. Harry said he goes
in feeling that no opponent is unbeatable. “It all
depends on how hard you train and how hard you
push yourself,” he said.
But both find time for a rigorous academic
schedule. Off the court Harry is an economics
major with a concentration in international economics and an art minor. He plays on the golf
team in the spring. Samantha Smith is due to
graduate in the spring as an English major with
a double minor in economics and administrative
science. With all of that, squash provides an outlet. “It’s a great break in our afternoons, a stress
relief, especially before getting back to all the
homework and papers,” said Samantha.
Last year, both Harry and Samantha Smith
were named to the NESCAC Winter All-Sportsmanship Second Team, which recognizes outstanding student-athletes dedicated to sportsmanship. In a sport where the players referee
themselves and their opponents, sportsmanship
is especially important.
Khan said he was looking forward to a successful season with the Smiths at the top of
their team ladders. And there’s another advantage to the sibling duo. “If I ever want to relay a
strong message to Harry, Samantha is always a
good way,” the coach said. “He really pays attention to his older sister.”

Roger Bel ’10 carries the ball in the Mules’ season opener against Williams in September. The
football team finished the season with a 4-4 record and a one-third share of the CBB title.
This fall Colby placed 34 on the NESCAC AllAcademic Team, which requires student-athletes to have junior standing, a varsity letter,
and a 3.35 or higher GPA. ... MEN’S SOCCER
earned a National Soccer Coaches Association of America Team Academic Award for the
ninth straight year. Only two other NESCAC
teams received the honor, which requires a
team GPA of 3.0. Celebrating 50 years of varsity status, the team made the NESCAC tourney for the first time since the conference
organized playoffs. Their final record was
5-8-2 after a first-round loss to top-seed Wesleyan. ... For WOMEN’S SOCCER Su-Lin Del
Guercio ’11 earned All-NESCAC honors for
the second year and Hannah Holbrook ’10
made the ESPN Magazine Academic All-District 1 team. The team closed a 6-8-1 season
with a NESCAC quarterfinal loss to numbertwo-in-the-nation Williams. ... Katrina Gravel
’10 earned All-America honors placing 35th
and Cassi Knight ’10 just missed All-America at 38th at the national NCAA D-III CROSS
COUNTRY Championships. The pair led the
team to seventh out of 47 teams at the NCAA
regional qualifier. For the men Mike Bienkowski ’10 was Colby’s top runner at the
NCAA qualifier, and Luke Doherty Munro
’13 took 32nd among nearly 300 at the ECAC
Division III championships. ... MEN’S CREW
placed 26th and WOMEN’S CREW 27th in

the collegiate eights at the Head of Charles
Regatta. The men’s varsity eight was fourth
and women seventh at the Quinsigamond
Snake Regatta; men placed sixth and women
eighth at the Textile River Regatta. ... Finishing with a 4-4 record including a victory over
Bates but a loss to Bowdoin, FOOTBALL
earned a three-way tie for the CBB championship, the first tie since 1995. Matt Fait ’10
made first-team offense and Brian Leighton
’10 and Chris Copeland ’10 made secondteam All-NESCAC. ... The co-ed GOLF team
started with team victories in both the Colby
Invitational and the Colby Classic in Waterville. They improved to sixth in the NESCAC
qualifier. Harry Smith ’12 was All-NESCAC.
... Meryl Poulin ’11 was All-NESCAC in FIELD
HOCKEY for the second straight year. They
ended the season with a 2-1 victory over
Bates and a 6-8 overall record. ... WOMEN’S
TENNIS scored a rare double victory in a doubleheader, with an 8-1 victory over Simmons
and a 9-0 sweep of University of Southern
Maine. The other team match-up of their fall
season was a 6-3 loss to Wheaton.
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